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People die. Not only the few I know, People die. Not only the few I know, 
but numberless people everywhere, but numberless people everywhere, 

every day, every hour.every day, every hour.
Death is the most natural human event, Death is the most natural human event, 

something that everybody must experience.something that everybody must experience.
But do we die well?But do we die well?



Is our death something Is our death something 
more than an inevitable destiny, more than an inevitable destiny, 

something that simply something that simply 
we would not want to exist?we would not want to exist?

Can it somehow become the act of a realization,Can it somehow become the act of a realization,
perhaps more humanperhaps more human

than any other human act?than any other human act?
(H.(H. NouwenNouwen))



Some time ago I read a curious news: someSome time ago I read a curious news: some
americanamerican doctors identified a new disease calling doctors identified a new disease calling 
it it "seasonal affective disorder""seasonal affective disorder". This disease is a kind . This disease is a kind 
of depression due to a decrease of light, above of depression due to a decrease of light, above 
all in those countries that are less exposed to the all in those countries that are less exposed to the 
sun, or in those working or life environment sun, or in those working or life environment 
that do not have enough light. that do not have enough light. 





The therapy suggested is the The therapy suggested is the "light therapy"."light therapy".





Thinking about this news and linking it to the Thinking about this news and linking it to the 
health world, it came natural to me to associate health world, it came natural to me to associate 
the suffering condition in its different the suffering condition in its different 
expressions, to a season without the necessary expressions, to a season without the necessary 
light.light.
..



When a person, in the final step of his life, is hit When a person, in the final step of his life, is hit 
by physical, psychological or spiritual  pain, she by physical, psychological or spiritual  pain, she 
finds herself in darkness. Sociologists and finds herself in darkness. Sociologists and 
anthropologists call suffering, illness and death, anthropologists call suffering, illness and death, 
a a nocturnal dimension nocturnal dimension of life, while the other of life, while the other 
aspects of human life, such as youth, vitality, aspects of human life, such as youth, vitality, 
strength...are considered luminous strength...are considered luminous 
characteristics.characteristics.



The Christian Community must offer authentic The Christian Community must offer authentic 
expressions of therapy of light, in favour of expressions of therapy of light, in favour of 
those who find themselves in darkness caused those who find themselves in darkness caused 
by the approaching of death. A light that by the approaching of death. A light that 
illuminates and warms up. A light that is a illuminates and warms up. A light that is a 
mediation of Lordmediation of Lord’’s tender love. A light that s tender love. A light that 
changes the inner landscape of the person.changes the inner landscape of the person.





A well known protestant theologian affirmed A well known protestant theologian affirmed 
that a believer has to approach reality looking that a believer has to approach reality looking 
both at the both at the BibleBible (=all(=all christianchristian tradition) and at tradition) and at 
the the newspaper. newspaper. With these words he intended to With these words he intended to 
stress that for an effective pastoral action it is stress that for an effective pastoral action it is 
necessary to know not only Godnecessary to know not only God’’s word, but s word, but 
also the world to which this word is addressed. also the world to which this word is addressed. 



If this double perspective is not present, there I If this double perspective is not present, there I 
the risk  to fall the risk  to fall -- on one side on one side -- into an abstract into an abstract 
theology that addresses a culture that does not theology that addresses a culture that does not 
exist anymore or does not exist at all. On the exist anymore or does not exist at all. On the 
other side the risk would be to do pure other side the risk would be to do pure 
sociology. sociology. 



Addressing the Addressing the issues of end of life issues of end of life from a social from a social 
and theologicaland theological--pastoral perspective, the pastoral perspective, the 
suggestion of that theologian is quite suggestion of that theologian is quite 
appropriate. It is in fact a topic that involves appropriate. It is in fact a topic that involves 
both Christian tradition and those sciences both Christian tradition and those sciences 
which deal with sociowhich deal with socio--cultural phenomena and cultural phenomena and 
communication media.communication media.



In reading the In reading the newspapernewspaper and the and the BibleBible, not , not 
everyone uses the same spectacles and, everyone uses the same spectacles and, 
therefore, we are confronted with different therefore, we are confronted with different 
interpretations of the same reality. interpretations of the same reality. 



If, on one side, this is could be enriching, on the If, on one side, this is could be enriching, on the 
other side it can generate problematic situations other side it can generate problematic situations 
and confusion.and confusion.

In this brief paper, I shall attempt to look at theIn this brief paper, I shall attempt to look at the
issues of end of lifeissues of end of life from a roman catholic point of from a roman catholic point of 
view. My approach will be a pastoral one.view. My approach will be a pastoral one.



Reading the Reading the Bible,Bible, we find that on the we find that on the issues of issues of 
end of lifeend of life, God has already said a word, a word , God has already said a word, a word 
that revealed itself throughout the centuries that revealed itself throughout the centuries 
through Scriptures, theological research, liturgy,through Scriptures, theological research, liturgy,
sensus fideliumsensus fidelium, and believers, and believers’’ behaviour. behaviour. 





We find this word at the core of  the message of We find this word at the core of  the message of 
Jesus, who introducing his own redeeming Jesus, who introducing his own redeeming 
mission states: mission states: ““I came so that they have life and I came so that they have life and 
life in abundancelife in abundance”” ((GvGv 10, 10).10, 10).



Jesus speaks of that Jesus speaks of that newnew and and eternal eternal life that life that 
consists in the communion with the Father and consists in the communion with the Father and 
to which each person is gratuitously called in the to which each person is gratuitously called in the 
Son through the work of the Holy Spirit. It is Son through the work of the Holy Spirit. It is 
this this lifelife that gives full meaning to each aspect that gives full meaning to each aspect 
and moment of manand moment of man’’s existence on earth.s existence on earth.



This supernatural vocation shows the This supernatural vocation shows the greatness greatness 
and the and the preciousness preciousness of human life also in its of human life also in its 
temporal temporal phase.phase.
Life on earthLife on earth, in fact, is the basic condition, the , in fact, is the basic condition, the 
beginning moment and part of the whole andbeginning moment and part of the whole and
unitarianunitarian process of human existence. A process process of human existence. A process 
that will reach its fulfilment in eternity (cf. that will reach its fulfilment in eternity (cf. 11 GvGv
3, 13, 1--2).2).



SaintSaint IreneusIreneus states very well these concepts states very well these concepts 
when he writes: when he writes: 
““The glory of God is the living man, and manThe glory of God is the living man, and man’’s s 
life consists in the vision of God.life consists in the vision of God.””



This means that life on earth, even if it is not the This means that life on earth, even if it is not the 
lastlast reality but the reality but the fore last, fore last, has a sacred value has a sacred value 
from its first beginning to its natural end, from its first beginning to its natural end, in all in all 
its momentsits moments: when it blossoms in the womb of a : when it blossoms in the womb of a 
woman, in the beauty and in the strength, in the woman, in the beauty and in the strength, in the 
ecstasy of love and in the generous self giving, ecstasy of love and in the generous self giving, 













but also when it shows itself in its fragility: in but also when it shows itself in its fragility: in 
sickness, in handicap, sickness, in handicap, in declining strengths and in in declining strengths and in 
death.death.









Here finds its ground the Here finds its ground the ““precise and steady precise and steady 
reaffirmation reaffirmation –– that the catholic community has that the catholic community has 
repeated throughout centuries although with repeated throughout centuries although with 
different tones different tones -- of the value of human life and of the value of human life and 
its inviolability, its inviolability, together withtogether with a passionate a passionate 
appeal for everybody, to respect, defend, love, appeal for everybody, to respect, defend, love, 
and serve life, every human life!and serve life, every human life!”” ((EvangeliumEvangelium
VitaeVitae 5).5).



When we deal with the When we deal with the terminal phase of existenceterminal phase of existence, , 
this call that invites the catholic believer to be this call that invites the catholic believer to be 
on the side of life, has on the side of life, has many different expressionsmany different expressions. . 
One consists in rejecting those acts that violate One consists in rejecting those acts that violate 
manman’’s life: euthanasia,  assisted suicide, s life: euthanasia,  assisted suicide, 
therapeutic obstinacy. therapeutic obstinacy. 



The principle that grounds this catholic position The principle that grounds this catholic position 
is the conviction that is the conviction that ““life is in the hands of life is in the hands of 
God. He is the Lord of life. Only He decides the God. He is the Lord of life. Only He decides the 
final momentfinal moment””. In the Deuteronomy (. In the Deuteronomy (DtDt 32, 39) 32, 39) 
we read: we read: ““ I am the one who gives death and I am the one who gives death and 
makes live.makes live.””



If we move from the reading of the If we move from the reading of the BibleBible to the to the 
reading of the reading of the newspapernewspaper, we can see the , we can see the 
attitude of contemporary culture towards life. It attitude of contemporary culture towards life. It 
is a variegated picture in which we can notice is a variegated picture in which we can notice 
lights and shadows: lights and shadows: praiseworthy efforts to praiseworthy efforts to 
improve the condition of human improve the condition of human 
existenceexistence, but also violent attacks against the , but also violent attacks against the 
integrity of life.integrity of life.



On one sideOn one side contemporary culture interprets contemporary culture interprets 
the the life in abundancelife in abundance of the Gospel, of the Gospel, ““mainly or mainly or 
exclusively in terms of economic efficacy, exclusively in terms of economic efficacy, 
consumer pleasure, beauty and  suitableness for consumer pleasure, beauty and  suitableness for 
physical living, separated from a relational, physical living, separated from a relational, 
spiritual and religious dimension of the spiritual and religious dimension of the 
existence. existence. 



Such a culture leads, as its ultimate outcome, to Such a culture leads, as its ultimate outcome, to 
the removal of all those human lives that appear the removal of all those human lives that appear 
to be unbearable, because lacking that claimed to be unbearable, because lacking that claimed 
quality of life. quality of life. 



From here are also generated those attempts toFrom here are also generated those attempts to
marginalisemarginalise old people, people who are not allold people, people who are not all--
sufficient, terminally ill patients, till more or less sufficient, terminally ill patients, till more or less 
hidden forms of euthanasia, for which hidden forms of euthanasia, for which 
somebody would want legalsomebody would want legal legitimizationlegitimization based based 
on on ‘‘pitiful casespitiful cases’’......””



On the other sideOn the other side, the therapeutic obstinacy , the therapeutic obstinacy 
indicates the difficulty in accepting the indicates the difficulty in accepting the limitedlimited human human 
condition.condition.
The image of man that results from euthanasia and the The image of man that results from euthanasia and the 
therapeutic obstinacy is that of an absolute master, of a therapeutic obstinacy is that of an absolute master, of a 
arbiter arbiter that does not put into discussion his decisions, that does not put into discussion his decisions, 
his choices, the reality of his life, and therefore also this his choices, the reality of his life, and therefore also this 
particular reality that is death.particular reality that is death.



According to ProfessorAccording to Professor MalherbeMalherbe of the of the 
University ofUniversity of LouvainLouvain, between therapeutic , between therapeutic 
obstinacy and euthanasia there is a logical obstinacy and euthanasia there is a logical 
continuity, because in both is always man that continuity, because in both is always man that 
does not let himself to be measured in a human does not let himself to be measured in a human 
way by death: with therapeutic obstinacy man way by death: with therapeutic obstinacy man 
tries to postpone death, to delay it, whereas with tries to postpone death, to delay it, whereas with 
euthanasia man tries to anticipate death. In both euthanasia man tries to anticipate death. In both 
cases man wants to practice his mastery, his cases man wants to practice his mastery, his 
control over death.control over death.



This view of reality finds its base on a certain This view of reality finds its base on a certain 
kind of scientific and technological progress, in kind of scientific and technological progress, in 
which, as written in the document of the Second which, as written in the document of the Second 
Vatican CouncilVatican Council GaudiumGaudium etet SpesSpes, , ““there is the there is the 
risk that man, trusting too much todayrisk that man, trusting too much today’’s s 
discoveries, thinks to be self sufficient and does discoveries, thinks to be self sufficient and does 
not search for higher mattersnot search for higher matters”” (n. 57).(n. 57).



Going back to the Going back to the BibleBible, , it is important to it is important to 
notice that the Church does not just say notice that the Church does not just say no.no. And And 
this is a second expression of its appeal to this is a second expression of its appeal to 
defend life and to promote health. The Church defend life and to promote health. The Church 
insists that  ill people at the terminal phase of insists that  ill people at the terminal phase of 
their life, are to be accompanied with their life, are to be accompanied with 
competence and love.. competence and love.. 



For this the Church is against therapeutic For this the Church is against therapeutic 
obstinacy obstinacy –– pointing out, though, the duty of pointing out, though, the duty of 
feeding and hydration, not considered feeding and hydration, not considered 
extraordinary means extraordinary means --





The Church agrees to sedation of pain even if The Church agrees to sedation of pain even if 
this can shorten one personthis can shorten one person’’s life. It works to s life. It works to 
promote promote palliative carepalliative care; it does not oppose to ; it does not oppose to 
living willliving will, as far as in it is not included an , as far as in it is not included an 
indirectindirect legitimizationlegitimization of euthanasia. It promotes of euthanasia. It promotes 
initiatives and projects to take care of the most initiatives and projects to take care of the most 
abandoned terminally ill people (AIDS) and of abandoned terminally ill people (AIDS) and of 
the members of the families who are grieving.the members of the families who are grieving.



The Church sees in a competent and loving The Church sees in a competent and loving 
assistance, the main way to answer the call for assistance, the main way to answer the call for 
help that comes from people, imitating Jesus, help that comes from people, imitating Jesus, 
the divinethe divine samaritansamaritan. Through faith it attempts . Through faith it attempts 
to help dying people and their family to help dying people and their family to give to give 
meaningmeaning also to the though experience of death. also to the though experience of death. 





The Church invites those Christians who assist, The Church invites those Christians who assist, 
to become to become signs of hopesigns of hope for the dying. The ideal to for the dying. The ideal to 
look up to is well expressed by the following look up to is well expressed by the following 
prayer ofprayer of TeilhardTeilhard dede ChardinChardin::



When in my body (and even more in my spirit) the weight When in my body (and even more in my spirit) the weight 
of age will begin to show its signs; when  will strike me of age will begin to show its signs; when  will strike me 
from outside or  will grow from inside the pain that from outside or  will grow from inside the pain that 
diminishes or carries away; in the moment when I will diminishes or carries away; in the moment when I will 
realize realize -- suddenly suddenly -- that I am sick or that I am growing that I am sick or that I am growing 
old; old; 



…… above all in that last  moment in which I will feel above all in that last  moment in which I will feel 
that I am escaping from myself, absolutely passive in the that I am escaping from myself, absolutely passive in the 
hands of a great unknown strength that has shaped me; hands of a great unknown strength that has shaped me; 
in all these dark hours, give me to understand, o Lord, in all these dark hours, give me to understand, o Lord, 
that it is you (hoping that  my faith is big enough) that that it is you (hoping that  my faith is big enough) that 
moves the fibres of my being, to penetrate into the core of moves the fibres of my being, to penetrate into the core of 
my substance to take me with you.my substance to take me with you.



Looking again at the Looking again at the newspapernewspaper, we can see in our , we can see in our 
society wonderful display of solidarity that society wonderful display of solidarity that 
shows itself shows itself -- for example for example -- in the blooming of in the blooming of 
hospicehospice and in the refined promoting of and in the refined promoting of palliative palliative 
carecare and and voluntary work.voluntary work.





At the same time, as the Dutch anthropologist At the same time, as the Dutch anthropologist 
F. J. J.F. J. J. BuytendickBuytendick states, we cannot ignore the states, we cannot ignore the 
tendency of our culture, to shift the question of tendency of our culture, to shift the question of 
pain and meaning posed by our mind and our pain and meaning posed by our mind and our 
hart, from a metaphysical, moral and religious hart, from a metaphysical, moral and religious 
context, to a practical sphere. context, to a practical sphere. 



It follows that the question of meaning posed by It follows that the question of meaning posed by 
ill and dying people, is not heard nor well ill and dying people, is not heard nor well 
understood in a society that tends to deal with understood in a society that tends to deal with 
suffering mainly in a technical way that is, trying suffering mainly in a technical way that is, trying 
to eliminate it before having tried to understand to eliminate it before having tried to understand 
its meaning. Cut off from conscience, the its meaning. Cut off from conscience, the 
suffering is reduced to a pure symptom, and suffering is reduced to a pure symptom, and 
because of this it isbecause of this it is dehumanizeddehumanized and alienated.and alienated.



Dialogue or Confrontation?Dialogue or Confrontation?
Strong is the challenge that the western world Strong is the challenge that the western world 
culture poses to the catholic ecclesial community culture poses to the catholic ecclesial community 
with regards to end of life issues. In the answer with regards to end of life issues. In the answer 
that it attempts to give to that challenge we can that it attempts to give to that challenge we can 
find  those two attitudes that Paulfind  those two attitudes that Paul TillichTillich
indicates as necessary, if Christianity wants to be indicates as necessary, if Christianity wants to be 
relevant in the world: dialogue and relevant in the world: dialogue and 
confrontation. confrontation. 





Some groups prefer the first, some others the Some groups prefer the first, some others the 
second, but all are aware that both these second, but all are aware that both these 
attitudes are to be practiced.attitudes are to be practiced.
When there is no When there is no dialoguedialogue, the risk is that the , the risk is that the 
Church is just a presence that intervenes when Church is just a presence that intervenes when 
the world of health has already realized its own the world of health has already realized its own 
projects without its presence.projects without its presence.



If there is no If there is no confrontationconfrontation, the risk is to , the risk is to 
renounce the gospelrenounce the gospel’’s values, deciding for a s values, deciding for a 
position that makes vain theposition that makes vain the evangelizingevangelizing
mission of the church.mission of the church.



The harmonization of these attitudes will be The harmonization of these attitudes will be 
more effective if it will be preceded or more effective if it will be preceded or 
accompanied by the dialogue and confrontation accompanied by the dialogue and confrontation 
among the different churches and faiths. among the different churches and faiths. 



In cooperating with people involved in the In cooperating with people involved in the 
health world, the church is called to be humble, health world, the church is called to be humble, 
servant and poor, servant and poor, capable of recognizing its own capable of recognizing its own 
limitations and mistakeslimitations and mistakes, open to face  , open to face  -- together together 
with people with people -- the difficult and complex the difficult and complex 
situations in which dying people and their family situations in which dying people and their family 
members find themselves in, believing that faith members find themselves in, believing that faith 
is essential to the success of human projects.is essential to the success of human projects.



To do this it is necessary to take some risks. But To do this it is necessary to take some risks. But 
how to grow without taking risks? how to grow without taking risks? 





At the end of my presentation, I like to read At the end of my presentation, I like to read 
some meaningful words   of the Second Vatican some meaningful words   of the Second Vatican 
Council: Council: ““Joys and hopes, sadness and anguish Joys and hopes, sadness and anguish 
of todayof today’’s people, above all of poor people and s people, above all of poor people and 
of all those people who suffer, are joys and of all those people who suffer, are joys and 
hopes, sadness and anguish of the disciples of hopes, sadness and anguish of the disciples of 
Christ, and there is nothing really human that Christ, and there is nothing really human that 
does not find its echo in their heartdoes not find its echo in their heart”” (n.1)(n.1)



CONCLUSIONECONCLUSIONE
Il coinvolgimento necessarioIl coinvolgimento necessario
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